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Nonsequential automata constitute a categorial semantic domain based on labeled
transition system with full concurrency where restriction and relabeling are func
torial and a class of morphisms stands for reication It is a model for concurrency
which satises the diagonal compositionality requirement ie reications compose
vertically and distribute over combinators horizontally To experiment with the
proposed semantic domain a semantics for a concurrent objectbased language is
given It is a simplied and revised version of the objectoriented specication lan
guage GNOME introducing some special features inspired by the semantic domain
such as reication and aggregation The diagonal compositionality is an essential
property to give semantics in this context

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 Introduction
We construct a semantic domain with full concurrency which satises the
diagonal compositionality requirement ie reications compose vertically
reecting the stepwise description of systems involving several levels of ab
straction and distributes through combinators horizontally meaning that
the reication of a composite system is the composition of the reication of
its parts
Taking into consideration the developments in Petri net theory mainly
with seminal papers like 	
	 it was clear that nets might be good can
didates However most of netbased models such as Petri nets in the sense
of 	 and labeled transition systems see 
 lack composition operations
modularity and abstraction mechanisms in their original denitions This
motivate the use of the category theory the approach in 	
 provides the
former where categorical constructions such as product and coproduct stand
for system composition and the approach in  provides the later for Petri
nets where a special kind of net morphism corresponds to the notion of im
plementation Also category theory provides powerful techniques to unify
dierent categories of models ie classes of models categorically structured
through adjunctions usually reections and coreections expressing the re
lation of their semantics as in 	 where a formal framework for classication
of models for concurrency is set
A nonsequential automaton rst introduced in  is a kind of automa
ton with monoidal structure on states and transitions inspired by  Struc
tured states are bags of local states like tokens in Petri nets as in 	 and
structured transitions specify a concurrency relationship between component
transitions in the sense of 	 The resulting category is bicomplete where








Fig  Transitive closure and transitions mapped into transactions
transitions into transactions reecting an implementation of an automaton on
top of another It is dened as an automaton morphism where the target
	
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object is enriched with all conceivable sequential and nonsequential compu
tations that can be split into permutations of original transitions respecting
source and target states Computations are induced by an adjunction be
tween a category of categories and the category of nonsequential automata as
illustrated in the Figure  where tc is the composition of nc followed by cn









the target of  is dierent from the source of  is inspired by Kleisli cate
gories as illustrated in the Figure 	 Therefore the vertical compositionality
requirement is achieved Moreover we nd a general theory of reication of
systems which also satises the horizontal compositionality requirement ie
























are parallel compositions and the reication








Fig  Composition of reication morphisms
torial operations dened using bration and cobration techniques based on
 and inspired by 	
 Both functors are induced by morphisms at the
label level A restriction restricts the transitions of an automaton according
to some table of restrictions of labels A relabeling relabels the transitions












Fig 	 Induced synchronization functor
and encapsulation of nonsequential automata are special cases of restriction
and relabeling respectively A synchronization restricts a parallel composition
according to some table of synchronizations at label level as illustrated in






denote the parallel composition and the

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synchronized automaton respectively and sync is the induced synchronization
functor between subcategories of nonsequential automata The synchroniza
tion of a reied automata is the synchronization of the source automata whose
reication is induced by component reications In this construction the hor
izontal compositionality is an essential property An important result is that
the horizontal compositionality requirement is extended for synchronization
A view of an automaton is obtained through hiding of transitions intro
ducing an internal nondeterminism A hidden transition cannot be used for
synchronization The hiding of a reication is induced by the hiding of the
source automaton
Categories of Petri nets and categories of nonsequential automata can be
unied through adjunctions In  and  we show that nonsequential
automata are more concrete than Petri nets in fact categories of Petri nets
are isomorphic to subcategories of nonsequential automata extending the
approach in 	 Also we show that Petri nets do not satisfy the diagonal
compositionality ie nonsequential automata is the least concrete model for
concurrency among considered models which satisfy this requirement
To experiment with the proposed semantic domain a semantics for a con
current objectbased specication language using the terminology of 	 is
given The language named Nautilus is based on the objectoriented language
GNOME 	 which is a simplied and revised version of OBLOG 			 It
is a high level specication language for concurrent communicating systems
Some features inspired by the semantic domain and not present on GNOME
such as reication and aggregation are introduced Also the statedependent
calling of GNOME is generalized for interaction aggregation and reication
in Nautilus For simplicity and in order to keep the paper short we do not
deal with some feature of GNOME such as classes of objects and inheritance
The main features of Nautilus are the following

objects may interact through callings

an object may be the aggregation of component objects

an object may be reied into a sequential or parallel computations of another
object

an object may be a view of another object

interaction aggregation and reication may be statedependent ie may
depend dynamically on some conditions

interaction aggregation and reication are compositional

the evaluation of an action is atomic

the clauses of an action may be composed in a sequential or multiple ways
The main dierence between interaction and aggregation is that in the
former the relationship between objects is dened within each object while
in the later the relationship is dened externally to the component objects
A multiple composition is a special composition of concurrent clauses based

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on Dijkstras guarded commands  where the valuation clauses are evaluated
before the results are assigned to the corresponding slots
A nonsequential automata semantics for Nautilus is easily dened Since
an action may be a sequential or multiple composition of clauses executed
in an atomic way the semantics of a simple object is given by a reication
where the target automaton called base is determined by the computations of
a freely generated automaton able to simulate any object specied over the
involved attributes and the source automaton is a relabeled restriction of the
base Therefore the semantics of an action in Nautilus is a nonsequential
automaton transition and thus is atomic reied into a possible complex
computation
The semantics of a reication is the composition of semantics ie the
reication of the source automata over the target composed with the reication
of the target over its base
The semantics of an interaction aggregation and encapsulation in Nautilus
are straightforward since they are given by synchronization and encapsulation
of reication morphisms of nonsequential automata an aggregation also de
nes a relabeling An action with inputs or outputs is associated to a family
of transitions indexed by the corresponding values
The semantics of a community of concurrent objects is the parallel com
position of the semantics of component objects ie the parallel composition
of reications
In the proposed approach the diagonal compositionality is an essential
property as follows

for the semantics of a reication the vertical compositionality is essential

for the semantics of an interaction aggregation and a community of con
current objects the horizontal compositionality is essential
With respect to previous works as in  in this paper we introduce the
synchronization and encapsulation of reied automata and we extend the lan
guage Nautilus with the features of interaction and aggregation which are
compositional with respect to the object reication
 Nonsequential Automata
A nonsequential automaton is a reexive graph labeled on arcs such that
nodes arcs and labels are elements of commutative monoids A reexive graph
represents the shape of an automaton where nodes and arcs stand for states
and transitions respectively with identity arcs interpreted as idle transitions
A structured transition specify a concurrency relation between component
transitions A structured state can be viewed as a bag of local states where
each local state can be viewed as a resource to be consumed or produced like
a token in Petri nets

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 Category of Nonsequential Automata
Nonsequential automata and its morphisms constitute a category which is
complete and cocomplete with products isomorphic to coproducts A product
or coproduct can be viewed as the parallel composition In what follows
CMon denotes the category of commutative monoids and suppose that iI
whereI is a set and kf g for simplicity we omit that iI and kf g
Denition  Nonsequential Automaton A nonsequential automaton




  L lab is such that T  T     V  V   e





	 TV are CMonmorphisms called source and target respectively 	




and lab	 TL is a CMon
morphism such that labt   whenever there is v V where v  t




  L lab by N




  is a reexive graph internal to CMon




  are CMonmorphisms representing
the shape of N  In an automaton a transition labeled by  represents a hidden
transition and therefore can not be triggered from the outside Note that
all idle transitions are hidden The labeling procedure is not extensional in
the sense that two distinct transitions with the same label may have the same
source and target states as we will se later it is an essential property to give
semantics for an object reication in Nautilus For simplicity in this paper
we are not concerned with initial states
A transition t such that 

t  X 

t  Y is denoted by t XY 














indicate the multiplicity of the corresponding local state for

i
   m The denotation of a transition is analogous We also refer to a struc
tured transition as the parallel composition of component transitions When
no confusion is possible a structured transition x  XAYA where t
XY and 
A
 AA are labeled by x and   respectively is denoted by x
XAYA For simplicity in graphical representation we omit the iden
tity transitions States and labeled transitions are graphically represented as
circles and boxes respectively


























	 XY  t








y The distributed and in
nite schema in Figure  left rep
resents the automaton Since in this framework we do not deal with initial
states the graphical representation makes explicit all possible states that can
be reached by all possible independent combination of component transitions
For instance if we consider the initial state AX only the corresponding
part of the schema of the automata in the 
gure has to be considered In Fig
ure  right we illustrate a labeled Petri net which simulates the behavior of

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the automaton Comparing both schema we realize that while the concur
rence and possible reachable markings are implicit in a net they are explicit
in an automaton Also comparing with asynchronous transition systems 
rst
introduced in  the independence relation of a nonsequential automaton is























 A nonsequential automaton left and the corresponding labeled Petri net
right
Denition  Nonsequential Automaton Morphism A nonsequential





























































































Nonsequential automata and their morphisms constitute the category NAut
Proposition  The category NAut is bicomplete with products isomorphic
to coproducts
Proof The category RGrCMon of shapes of automata is the category of
reexive graphs internal to CMon where the properties about limits and col
imits are inherited from CMon Thus RGrCMon is bicomplete with prod
ucts isomorphic to coproducts NAut can be dened as the comma cate
gory idinc where id RGrCMonRGrCMon is the identity functor and
inc CMonRGrCMon takes each monoid into its corresponding one node
graph Since inc preserves limits and id trivially preserves colimits NAut is
bicomplete with products isomorphic to coproducts 
The above proof justify the notation N  G L lab introduced previously




  L lab

































































































are uniquely induced by the product con
struction
Example 	 Consider the nonsequential automata Consumer and Producer

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with free monoids determined by the labeled transitions prod	 AB send	
BA for the Producer and rec	 XY  cons	 YX for the Consumer
Then the resulting object of the parallel composition ConsumerProducer is
illustrated in the Figure  for simplicity prod send rec and consare abbre
viated by p s r and c respectively
p


















Fig  Parallel composition of nonsequential automata
 Restriction and Relabeling
Restriction and relabeling of transitions are functorial operations dened us
ing the bration and cobration techniques Both functors are induced by
morphisms at the label level The restriction operation restricts an automa
ton erasing all those transitions which do not reect some given table of
restrictions
i let N be a NAutobject with L as the CMonobject of labels Table
be a CMonobject called table of restrictions and restr TableL be
a restriction morphism Let uNAutCMon be the obvious forgetful
functor taking each automaton onto its labels





egories of NAut The bration u and the morphism restr induce a functor




Table The functor restr applied to N
provides the automaton reecting the desired restrictions
The steps for relabeling are as follows
i let N be a NAutobject with L






be a relabeling morphism Let u be the same forgetful functor
used for synchronization purpose









are subcategories of NAut The cobration u and the
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 The functor relab
applied to N provides the automaton reecting the desired relabeling
In what follows we show that the forgetful functor which takes each nonse
quential automaton onto its labels is a bration and then we introduce the
restriction functor
Proposition 
 The forgetful functor u	 NAutCMon that takes each non
sequential automaton onto its underlying commutative monoid of labels is a

bration
Proof Remember that NAut can be dened as the comma category idinc
where id RGrCMonRGrCMon and inc CMonRGrCMon are func



























 is a RGrCMon









































cartesian with respect to f and N

 
Denition  Functor restr Consider the 
bration u	 NAutCMon the






 L lab and the restriction morphism restr	





induced by u and restr applied to N 
In what follows we show that the forgetful functor which takes each nonse
quential automaton into its labels is a bration and then we introduce the
restriction functor
Proposition  The forgetful functor u	 NAutCMon that maps each au
tomaton onto its underlying commutative monoid of labels is a co
bration




















































is cocartesian with respect to f and N


Denition  Functor relab Consider the 
bration u	 NAutCMon the




















induced by u and relab applied to N 
 Synchronization and Hiding
Since the product or coproduct construction in NAut stands for parallel com
position reecting all possible combination between component transitions
it is possible to dene a synchronization operation using the restriction oper
ation erasing from the parallel composition all those transition which do not
reect some table of synchronizations For this purpose we also introduce a
categorial way to construct tables of synchronizations for calling and sharing
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or both and the corresponding synchronization morphism The following
approach generalizes the one in  for more than two systems
A table of synchronizations is given by a colimit whose resulting diagram
has a shape illustrated in the Figure  left where the central arrow has as
source an object named channel and as target the table of synchronizations
We say that a shares x if and only if a calls x and x calls a In what follows








Fig  Table of synchronizations
Denition  Table of Synchronizations Let fN
i
g be a set of non
sequential automata with fL
i
g as the corresponding commutative monoids of
labels Channel be the least commutative monoid determined by all tuples
of transitions to be synchronized L
i
 be the least commutative submonoid
of L
i
containing all transitions of N
i





Channelbe the morphisms such that for aL
i
 if a calls x

















are inclusion morphisms The table of synchronizations
Table is given by the colimit of D









 Suppose that acalls x b calls y and y calls b ie b shares











fc x ajx bjyg












such that for every
bTable if there is aL
i
such that pa  b then p
i
R
b  a else p
i
R















Denition  Synchronization Morphism Let s	 ChannelL
i
be
a monomorphism that de
nes Channel as a subobject of L
i
 The synchro
nization morphism sync	 TableL
i
determined by the diagram D is such
that sync   and for each a 	 in Table if q
R
a 	  then synca
 sq
R
a else there is a unique k such that p
k
R







Therefore the restriction functor induced by the synchronization morphism

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sync is the synchronization functorial operation sync The functor sync ap
plied to the parallel composition of component automata provides the desired
synchronized automaton
Example  Consider the nonsequential automata Consumer and Producer
with free monoids determined by the labeled transitions prod	 AB send	
BA for the Producer and rec	 XY  cons	 YX for the Consumer
Suppose that we want a joint behavior sharing the transitions send and rec
a communication without buer such as in CSP  or CCS  Then
Channel  fsendjrecg

and Table  fprod cons sendjrecg

 The result
ing automaton is illustrated in the Figure  Note that the transitions send
















Fig  Synchronized automaton
For encapsulation purposes we work with hiding morphisms A hiding mor
phism is an injective morphism except for those labels we want to hide ie to
relabel by   In what follows e denotes a zero object in CMon any monoid
with only one element and  denotes the unique morphism with e as source
or target
Denition  Hiding Morphism Let L

be the commutative monoid
of labels of the automata to be encapsulated L be least commutative submonoid
of L

containing all labels to be hidden and inc	 LL

be the inclusion Let
L







be the pushout of 	 Le and
inc	 LL

 Then the hiding morphism is the morphism hide
Therefore applying the relabeling functor induced by a hiding morphism to
some giving automaton results on its encapsulation
Example 	 Consider the resulting automata of the previous example Sup
pose that we want to hide the synchronized transition sendjrec Then the
hiding morphism is induced by sendjrec  and the encapsulated automaton
is as illustrated in the Figure  except that the transition sendjrec has its label
replaced by  
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 Rei
cation
A reication is dened as a special automaton morphism where the target ob
ject is closed under computations ie the target more concrete automaton
is enriched with all the conceivable sequential and nonsequential computations
that can be split into permutations of original transitions respecting source
and target states
The category of categories internal to CMon is denoted by CatCMon
We introduce the category LCatCMon which can be viewed as a generaliza
tion of labeling on CatCMon There is a forgetful functor from LCatCMon
into NAut This functor has a left adjoint which freely generates a nonsequen
tial automaton into a labeled internal category The composition of both
functors from NAut into LCatCMon leads to an endofunctor called tran
sitive closure The composition of reications of nonsequential automata is
inspired by Kleisli categories see  In fact the adjunction above induces
a monad which denes a Kleisli category Then we show that reication dis
tributes over the parallel composition and therefore the resulting category of
automata and reications satises the diagonal compositionality
Denition 
 Category LCatCMon Consider the category CatCMon







is the identity functor in CatCMon
Therefore a LCatCMonobject is triple N  G L lab where G L are
CatCMonobjects and lab is a CatCMonmorphism
Proposition  The category LCatCMon has all small products and
coproducts Moreover products and coproducts are isomorphic
Denition  Functor cn Let N  G L lab be a LCatCMonobject








be a LCatCMonmorphism The functor cn	
LCatCMonNAut is such that	




   is taken into the RGrCMon




  where T is T subject to the equational








  considering the monoid




   is taken into the
CMonobject L where L is L subject to the same equational rule the
LCatCMonobject N  G L lab is taken into the NAutobject N 
G L lab where lab is the RGrCMonmorphism canonically induced













































































are the monoid morphisms
	








The functor cn has a requirement about concurrency which is tutu
 ttuu That is the computation determined by two independent
composed transitions tu and tu is equivalent to the computation whose
steps are the independent transitions tt and uu









be a NAutmorphism The functor nc	 NAutLCatCMon
is such that	




  with V  V   e T 











































subject to the following equational rules	
tT
c












































the CMonobject L is taken into the CatCMonobject L   Lc 
   as above the NAutobject A  G L lab is taken into the
LCatCMonobject A  G L lab where lab is the morphism induced
by lab










is taken into the CatCMon
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i The unity of the adjunction is the natural transformation 	 id
NAut
cnnc
where for each component graph the transitions are taken into the cor
responding transitions of its transitive closure




where for each component graph a composed tran
sition tu or tu is taken into the corresponding transitions tu
or tu respectively
Therefore nc cn 	 
 NAutLCatCMonis an adjunction 
Denition  Transitive Closure Functor The transitive closure func
tor is	
tc  cnnc  NAutNAut
Example  Consider the nonsequential automaton with free monoids on
states and transitions determined by the transitions a	 AB and b	 BC
Then for instance a 	b	 ABBC is a transition in the transitive closure
Note that a 	b represents a class of transitions In fact from the equations
we can infer that	
a 	b  a bb   
B
a bb   
B









a b  b a b    
Let nc cn 	 
 NAutLCatCMon be the adjunction above Then T 
tc 	  is a monad on NAut such that   cn
nc tc

tc where cn cncn
and nc ncnc are the identity natural transformations and cn
nc is the
horizontal composition of natural transformations For some given automaton
N  we have that











NtcN attens computations of computations into computations
A reication morphism  from A into the computations of B could be dened
as a NAutmorphism  AtcB In this case the composition of reications
could be as in Kleisli categories each adjunction induces a monad which de
nes a Kleisli category However for giving semantics of objects in Nautilus
reications should to not preserve labeling and thus they are not NAut
morphisms As we show below each reication induces a NAutmorphism
Therefore we may dene a category whose morphisms are NAutmorphisms
induced by reications Both categories are isomorphic









 be the monad induced by nc cn 	 
	 NAutLCatCMon The
category of nonsequential automata and rei
cations denoted by ReifNAut is








 for kf  g	
i ReifNAutobjects are the NAutobjects

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RGrCMonmorphism and for each NAutobject N    	
G
	 NN is
the identity morphism of N in ReifNAut








be ReifNAutmorphisms The composition

















in the Figure 
G1 tc G2 tc2 G3 tc G3
G tc G G
G •K G
 RGr(CMon)
Fig  Composition of reications is the composition in the Kleisli category forget
ting about the labeling
In what follows an automaton G L lab may be denoted as a morphism lab
GincLor just by lab GL
Denition  Reication with Induced Labeling Let t  tc 	 








 be the monad induced by the adjunction
nc cn 	 
 The category of nonsequential automata and rei
cations with









 for kf  g	
















is a ReifNAutLmorphism where 
L
is given by the pushout

















be ReifNAutLmorphisms The composition





























is as illustrated in the Figure  right
It is easy to prove that ReifNAut and ReifNAutL are isomorphic we iden
tify both categories by ReifNAut Thus every reication morphism can
be viewed as a NAutmorphism For a ReifNAutmorphism  AB the
corresponding NAutmorphism is denoted by  AtcB
Since reications constitute a category the vertical compositionality is
achieved In the following proposition we show that for some given reica
tion morphisms the morphism uniquely induced by the parallel composi
tion is also a reication morphism and thus the horizontal compositionality
is achieved






g be an indexed family of rei
cations
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Proof Remember that tc  cnnc Since nc is left adjoint to cn then nc
preserves colimits and cn preserves limits Since products and coproducts are
isomorphic in LCatCMon tc preserves products Following this approach




is a reication morphism 
 Restriction and Relabeling of Rei
cations
The restriction of a reication is the restriction of the source automaton The
restriction of a community of reications ie the parallel composition of rei
ed automata is the restriction of the parallel composition of the source au
tomata whose reication is induced by the component reications Note that
the proposed approach also denes synchronization and hiding for reications
In the following construction the horizontal compositionality requirement
is essential Remember that tc preserves products and that every restriction
morphism has a cartesian lifting at the automata level
Denition 
















be its cartesian lifting The rei







such that restr  restr
N
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be its cartesian lifting The























induced by the product construction
Proof Consider the Figure  left Since the horizontal compositionality
requirement is satised the proof is straightforward 

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 RGr(CMon)
G1 L1'














Fig  Restriction and relabeling of reications
The relabeling of a reication is induced by the relabeling of the source
automaton
































 the relabeled automaton Then the relabeling of the rei
cation





 Language Nautilus and its Semantics
In this brief introduction to the language Nautilus we introduce some key
words in order to help the understanding of the examples below The spec
ication of an object in Nautilus depends on if it is a simple object or the
resulting object of an encapsulation view aggregation aggregation rei
cation over or a parallel composition In any case a specication has two
main parts interface and body The interface declares imported import 
only for the simple object and exported export actions and the category
category of some actions birth death request The body body de
clares the attributes slot  only for the simple object and the methods of all
actions An action act may occur spontaneously under request or both A
birth or death action may occur at most one time and determines the birth or
the death of the object An action may occur if its enabling enb condition
holds An action with alternatives alt is enabled if at least one alternative is
enabled In this case only one enabled alternative may occur where the choice
is an internal nondeterminism The evaluation of an action or an alternative
within an action is atomic An action may be a sequential seqend seq
or multiple cpsend cps composition of clauses A multiple composition is
a special composition of concurrent clauses based on Dijkstras guarded com
mands  where the valuation val clauses are evaluated before the results
are assigned to the corresponding slots In order to keep the paper short we
introduce some details of the language Nautilus through examples and at the
same time we give its semantics using nonsequential automata

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 Simple Object
The rst example introduces a simple object in Nautilus In what follows for
an attribute a 
a
denotes its initial birth value For instance the set of all
possible values of an attribute a of type boolean is f
a
 Fa Tag
Example  Simple Object Consider object Obj in Figure  in this
example do not consider the rightmost column Note that the birth action
Start has two alternatives Both alternatives are always enabled since they
do not have enabling conditions However since it is a birth action it occurs
only once Due to the enabling conditions each action occurs once and in the









alt S1 t0: a b
seq
val a << false t1: a Fa
val b << false t2: b Fb
end seq
alt S2 t0: a b
cps
val a << false t1: a Fa
val b << true t3: b Tb
end cps
act Proc
enb a = false
cps
val a << true t4: Fa Ta




enb a = true and b = true t7: Ta Tb †
end Obj
Fig  Simple object in Nautilus
Since an action may be a sequential or multiple composition of clauses exe
cuted in an atomic way the semantics of an independent object in Nautilus
is given by a reication as follows

the target automata called base is determined by the computations of a
freely generated automata able to simulate any object specied over the
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involved attributes It is dened as the computations of an automaton
whose CMon object of states is freely generated by the set of all possible
values of all slots and the CMonobject of transitions is freely generated by
the set of all possible transitions between values of component attributes

the source automata is a relabeled restriction of the base
Example  Semantics of a Simple Object Consider object Obj of the






tially illustrated in the Figure  the part of tcN

used to construct N

is






g as its set of values used to control the birth of an object in graphical
representation the value
p
is omitted in the sums Note that the labeling of
the automata N















t2 t0;t1;t2 t1 t0;(t1 t3)
a Fb Fa b
t3
a Tb
t1 t2 t3 t1
Fa Fb Fa Tbt5 t6
t4 t4 t5 t4 t4 t6
t5Ta Fb Ta Tb
t7
†
Fig  Semantics of an object in Nautilus as a reication morphism
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are values of a and b respectively For simplicity con



























bFb T b t
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is a relabeled restriction of tcN

 Consider the restriction restrtcN


where the functor restr is induced by the morphism restr
L
on labels de
termined as below according to the clauses of each action The morphism
restr
L








t t t	 t t t	
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where relab is induced by the morphism of labels relab
L
determined as be
low according to the identi
cations of each action The morphism relab
L
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Therefore the labeled transitions of N











































is determined as below only
the labels are represented The state 
p
is chosen as the initial one
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val state << 1
act A
alt A1
enb state = 1
val state << 2
alt A2
enb state = 1
val state << 2
alt A3
enb state = 1
val state << 3
act B
enb state = 2
val state << 4
act C
enb state = 3
val state << 4
act F
enb state = 4
end Concr
Fig 	 Reication in Nautilus
 Rei
cation
The reication of an object is specied over an existing object An action
may be reied into a complex action a sequential or multiple composition
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of clauses of the target object Also an action may be reied according to
several alternatives that is a reication may be state dependent Note that
reications are compositional and therefore the target object of a reication
may be the source of another reication
Example  Reication The object Abstr is implemented over the ob
ject Concr as illustrated in the Figure  Note that Abstr speci
es alternative
implementations for the action New Also Concr has alternatives for the ac
tion A
The semantics of a reication is a composition of reications ie the
reication of the source automata over the target composed with the reication
of the target over its base An action of the source object may have more then
one implementation which may be explicit alternatives are explicit in the
source object or implicit actions in the target object used in a reication
have alternatives In both cases there exist more than one transition with
the same label and they have dierent implementations
Example  Semantics of a Reication Consider the previous exam
ple Its semantics is given by the rei
cation partially illustrated in the Figure
 the parentheses in a transition relate the alternative with its corresponding
transition Again the labeling is not extensional The morphism illustrated in
the Figure  composed with the rei
cation morphism that implements Concr
over its base automata is the semantics of Abstr over Concr
 Interaction Aggregation and View
Interacting call objects can be thought as a unique object with a distributed
specication In Nautilus a reference to interacting objects such as in a rei
cation is through its component objects interactionend interaction
and following the same idea a reference to a composed action is through
its component actions intend int In an aggregation we can specify a
relationship between component actions composed by and a relabeling of
the resulting actions For interactionaggregation an action of the category
request may occur only if it is enabled and it is calledaggregated The occur
rence of an action may be under request for a request action spontaneous
for an nonrequest action which is not calledaggregated or both for a non
request action which is calledaggregated  it may occur independently of the
other action Actions may have inputoutput arguments in out used for
interaction or aggregation mach The arguments are declared at the inter
face A view view of an object can be thought as a generic relabeling where
an action exported in the original object may not be exported in the resulting
one ie it may be encapsulated
Example 	 Interaction Aggregation and View Consider the Figures
 and 
		






























 Semantics of a reication in Nautilus
Assume that we want to compose two objects the Producer and the Consumer
sharing a message in order to build a more complex one The Producer is a
view of the interacting objects Prod and PartNumber The object PartNumber
returns a random value Note that the output argument Pmsg of the action
Send in the object Prod is derived der out to the object Producer
The semantics of an interaction aggregation or encapsulation in Nautilus
is straightforward since it is given by a synchronization or an encapsulation of
reication morphisms of nonsequential automata an aggregation also denes
a relabeling An action with arguments is associated to a family of transitions
indexed by the corresponding values
Example 
 Semantics of Interaction Aggregation and View Consider
the previous example Its semantics is given by composing a synchronization
for the interaction between Prod and PartNumber followed by an encap
sulation for the view of Producer and by another synchronization for the
	











act Prod_Random composed by
Prod_Random of Producer

















Send der out Pmsg: natural











act Send composed by
Send of Prod






Fig  Interaction aggregation and view in Nautilus  part 
aggregation ProducerConsumer The relationship between component au
tomata is partially illustrated in the Figure  where interactions are rep
resented by arrows and aggregations by tracks and the resulting automata
is partially illustrated in the Figure  In the 
gures a transition whose
abbreviated label has a question mark corresponds to a request action
 Concluding Remarks
Nonsequential automata constitute a categorial semantic domain with full con
currency which satises the diagonal compositionality requirement ie rei
cation compose vertically and distributes through the parallel composition
horizontally It is based on structured labeled transition systems Restric
tion and synchronization of automata is categorically explained by bration
techniques Tables for synchronization are categorically dened The relabel
ing and hiding of transitions is also dealt with by cobration techniques
introducing the essential ingredient of internal nondeterminism Reication
is explained using Kleisli categories Restriction and relabeling and synchro
nization and hiding are extended for reications
To experiment with the proposed semantic domain a semantics for a con
current objectbased language is given The language named Nautilus is based
on the objectoriented language GNOME which is a simplied and revised
version of OBLOG Some features not present on GNOME such as reication
implementation of an object over computations of another and aggregation
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call Random of Part_Number
arg Random.Factor = 3
cps
val num << Random.PN
val pr << 1
end cps
act Send
enb pr = 1
val pr << 2
ret Send.Pmsg = num
act Finish
enb pr = 2














ret Random.PN = Factor
alt















val inf << Receive.Cmsg
val cs << 1
end cps
act Consume
enb cs = 1
val cs = 2
act Finish
enb cs = 2
end Consumer
Fig  Interaction aggregation and view in Nautilus  part 
composition of objects in order to build a more complex one are introduced
While in an interaction also present in Nautilus the relationship between ob
jects is dened within the component objects in an aggregation it is dened
externally Interaction aggregation and reication may be state dependent
Also in Nautilus it is possible to extract a view from an existing object
Considering that an action of an object in Nautilus may be a sequential or
concurrent composition of clauses executed in an atomic way the semantics
of an object in Nautilus is given by a reication morphism where the target
automata called base is determined by the computations of a freely generated
automata able to simulate any object specied over the involved attributes
and the source automata is a relabeled restriction of the base The seman
tics of a reication is the reication of the source automata over the target
composed with the reication of the target over its base The semantics of
an interaction aggregation or encapsulation is given by a synchronization or
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Producerr: view of interaction
















1pr 6nu1pr 3nu 1cs 3if 1cs 6if
2cs 3if 2cs 6if
Pr Cs














 = Pn Pr Cs
A3 = (2pr 3nu (2cs 3if)
A1 = (1pr 3nu) ( cs if)
A2 = (2pr 3nu) (1cs 3if)
B1 = (1pr 6nu) ( cs f)
B2 = (2pr 6nu) (1cs 6if)
B3 = (2pr 6nu) (2cs 6if)
†= †Pn †Pr †Cs
Fig  Resulting source automaton
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hiding of reications of nonsequential automata In this context the diagonal
compositionality is essential
With respect to further works the next step is to reintroduce in the lan
guage Nautilus some of the forgotten features of GNOME such as classes and
inheritance Also interesting is the clarication of the relationship of the non
sequential automata with logics following the work in  and extending the
work in 
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